
PRAYER 

 

This is just an attempt. I don’t know of what yet. It just feels like an attempt. I am going to 

try and empty my mind here and hope that everything will work out. I am so tired. I cant 

bear my thoughts anymore. My head weighs tons. Day by day it succumbs to gravity. An 

attempt. The first one. I don’t know if more will follow. It is as it has always been. The 

same. Again and again. I will try and empty my mind here. So that nothing remains inside 

anymore. Empty and light. Proud it will stand against sunlight and the rain. I hope it will 

bear to gaze upon the moon again without being forced to bend. For now it is bend and 

cracked and torn apart. For now my body is incapable of standing strong. My feet wont 

grasp the ground. Bend and torn and scattered I exist. A folded being. Not belonging. Not 

part of this world. Strayed from my kind I wonder in empty plains where the torturing 

calmness reigns. And I hope. Now I hope that this will be of some help. No this is not an 

answer. It’s not a solution. Not even a proposition. It is just an attempt. It is as useful as an 

exorcism performed by an amateur priest over a schizophrenic. But still. It is all there is 

now. It is all I can do now. So I persist. I keep feeding this lonely hope. This tiny bit of 

light that has made a nest inside my body refuses to flee. Frantic storms and hurricanes, 

great tidal waves and floods of blood have come and gone. And nothing has ever managed 

to put it out. Nothing achieved it. The damage has been impressive but fruitless. This is 

admirable, some may say. I don’t know. I just keep watching the small sparkling beams 

get reflected more and more as time passes on the walls inside my body. Illuminating 

everything. Grand pure light in many colors makes the timeless shadows flee in desperate 

cries. And again it is an emergency. It is declared. My body in a state of security alert. But 

the intruder is bright. it is blinding brilliant. No need of concealment or hiding. How rude. 

Just lying there without the smallest intention of covering. As though it doesn’t care. As 

though it is not afraid. As though it is invincible. As though it cannot die. As though it 

knows deep inside in its roots that no matter what I do, it will never leave me unwillingly. 

And so I feed it. I keep feeding it. I am hoping. I am rubbing many tiny bits of hope over 

the light and as the microscopic particles of decomposed hope fall down and get closer and 

closer to the sparkling source, the heat forces them to burst into an explosive dance creating 

the proudest and most mesmerizing dust that man has ever laid eyes upon. The dust of 

hope. And it is these particles that light needs to feed on. It is what keeps it alive. Protecting 

it. Years and years now. Many times I thought that the light has faded. That I am safe. That 

it will not, cannot appear again. I have been proved wrong over and over again. And so I 

let it. I allow it. And I feed it. And I hope. I hope it grows. I hope it grows into a gigantic 

pyre. I hope it grows into blinding purest flames. I hope it burns. I hope it engulfs me in a 

warm fiery sea and transforms me. I hope it purifies me. I hope it can be visible. I hope it 

grows and others can see it. Witness it. I hope it grows into the sole beam of the world. The 

pillar that holds together the earth and the sky. I hope it explodes into a magnificent prayer 

and reaches heaven. I hope it pulls down God. I hope it takes his golden throne and burns 

it. I hope it frees everything. I hope it brings a new religion. I hope it founds a new language. 

Universal and unclean. I hope it speaks so loud that you will finally listen. I hope it makes 



you listen. I hope it makes you see. For I am trapped and unable to move. For I am human 

and my chains are skin. For I will never find the courage to start talking again. Silence now 

defines me. There be no sound in me again. Only a pyre. I hope you see that. I hope you 

know and understand. And I hope you come. I hope you come and sound trumpets. Give 

the signal and ring the alarm. Let the sleeping angels know the time has passed. Let them 

rush to the wall and bring down ladders. Let the enemy climb up and ruin it all. Let them 

smash the cross and burn the beds. Let the king die drunk of blood. Let the queen be raped 

and skinned alive. Let her sons eat her flesh and let them then be eaten by the dogs. Set the 

horses free and unchain the prisoners. Unlock every cage. Let chaos rule for once. And let 

it take charge and smash the gate. Let it hit hard against the wood and break the bars. I 

hope you come and leave me in ruins. I hope you come and leave none alive. I hope you 

come and cover me in blood. But come. Just come. For I am drowning. Bottomless 

melancholy and dark loneliness. Fill my lungs with air and pump my heart. But come. See 

me first and come. My hands are dirty by hope. I never move them far from the light lest I 

quickly need to feed it again. And I will keep feeding it as I am now. For there’s been a 

promise. And I will stay here waiting. I don’t mind. After all this is just an attempt, nothing 

else. But please come. 


